ABSTRACT By screening all the ligand binding sites in the Protein Data Bank, we have found that while it is geometrically possible that a loop, formed from a protein-chain with residues ZYX would "impersonate" another chain-loop with residues XYZ by a simple twisting of either the loop or the bound ligand, it almost never happens. This fact is rather surprising, and implies a notable asymmetry, since (i) loops in the folded proteins sometimes can be flexible enough to be twisted, but (ii) ligands are almost always extremely mobile before binding to the protein, therefore they can turn around and bind to residue-sequence ZYX as well.
contains the three-dimensional structures of more than 50,000 entries today. Its open access and easy availability make possible refined structural studies for the research community. In a recently established database, called RS-PDB (Rich-Structure PDB) database 2 , starting from the mmCIF format of the data, we cleaned numerous inconsistencies and re-built the database in a strictly logical and an easily searchable way. The main result of our work was the reliable identification and description of the protein-ligand complexes found in the PDB. Note, that by "ligand" we mean a non-covalently-bound, non-crystallizationartifact, InChI-identifed entity 2 .
In the June 1, 2006 version of the PDB we identified more than 25,000 protein-ligand pairs. However, these pairs may contain numerous redundancies: the same polypeptide sequence may be present even in more than 160 PDB entries 2 . We filtered out the redundancies from the dataset by considering every (polypeptide sequence, ligand) pair only once 2 . After filtering out redundancies in this sense, we were left with 19,581 distinct binding sites on protein surfaces. For each binding site those residues were collected that were closer to any ligand atoms than 1.05 times the sum of the Van der Waals radii of the two atoms involved. Next we identified the residues containing these atoms: for every binding site an ordered sequence of the residues were created. Then we identified these residues in the amino-acid sequence of the chain of the protein, residues not present in the given binding site were simply substituted by a "-'' mark.
For every ligand-binding site we have built this way one or more sequence like the following one in PDB entry 2BZ6 (for brevity we have cut off the ---segments from the start and the end of the sequence). Note, that the sequence is listed from N-terminal at the left to the Cterminal on the right.
More than one such sequence was generated for a given binding site if more than one chain took part in forming the site.
One should note that due to the secondary structure of the protein, rough periodicity can be observed by such description of the binding sites. Note also, that this representation is a hybrid of a sequential and a spatial representation of ligand binding sites on proteins.
Results:
We gathered all the contiguous, maximal residue-subsequences of length at least 3 in the sequences built for all the ligand binding sites. For example, we collected DSCK and VSWGQGC from the sequence above. Pairs were not considered, since our intentions were to have clear-cut, emphasized evidences. Next the palindromes, if present, were deleted.
As the next step, we counted the number of appearances of these subsequences and also their inversed ones in binding sites. For example, we counted the frequencies of both XYZ and ZYX subsequences, and compared the results.
Clearly, from the 20 residues, 8000 residue-triplets are possible (we filtered out the rarely appearing 3 modified amino acids, too). We have found that from these 8000, only 1125 triplets are present in binding sites, and from these triplets only 137 have their inverse also present in binding sites. It is striking that only 8 such pairs bind the same ligands. (see Table 1 for the list of these 8 triplets).
Residue triplet
Ligand(s) binding to the triplet and also to its inverse PDB code straight PDB code inverse By analyzing the data of Table 1 , we have found the following phenomena:
In the case of residue-triplet FGI, the bound ligand is a long-chain spirilloxanthin, bound to the M chain's PHE 176 -GLY 177 -ILE 178 (giving the FGI pattern) and also to the ILE 70 -GLY 71 -PHE 72 (yielding the IGF pattern).
In the case of residue-triplet IGG-GGI, most of the appearances are in the HIV-1 protease inhibitor structures (2BPV, 2BPW, 2BPY, 2BPZ, 1EBK); and there, for example, on the B chain, the IGGIGG binding profile can be found in residue-positions 47,48,49,50,51 and 52, respectively. The GGIGG is a length-5 palindrome, consequently, it will not appear in our dataset of length-5 sequences, but its parts (GGI and IGG) appear there.
From the 160,000 possible residue-quadruplets, 675 are present in binding sites, 10 of them appears also in their inverse form, but no such ligand exists what is present bound to any subsequences and also to its inverse of length 4 or greater. 5 . To generate this, our program uses the API that was obtained from IUPAC's web-site 4 . If a new molecule is inserted into this part of the database, then first its InChI is generated, and its presence is checked. The key of this part of the database is a sequence number called molid that is incremented each time a new InChI is found.
The second part of the database contains the PDB Chemical Component Dictionary. Its mmCIF format, components.cif can be downloaded from RCSB's website 6 . It consists of the connection tables of the molecules and functional groups associated with the three letter monomer codes found in the PDB. Here we found inconsistencies (e.g., molecules, marked as "aromatic", without any rings). We corrected these errors, and before we inserted a monomer into the database, the standard "valence rules" were verified as described in the InChI Technical Manual 5 . The most important part of the database is the third one. After an entry is successfully read by our program, it will consist of polymer and ligand molecules, and each one will have a unique number within the entry. This number is denoted by mol# in the database tables. For each ligand molecule, we create its InChI identifier and insert it into the small molecule database as well. In an mmCIF file, the contents of the asymmetric unit are listed in the table struct_asym. Each item (also called entity) in this list has an asym id. The type of an entity can be polymer, nonpolymer or water. Each polymer entity has also a polymer type.
We define a protein chain as a polymer entity of type "polypeptide(L)", if it is at least ten monomers long, and a DNA/RNA chain as a polymer entity, which is at least 5 monomers-long and its type is either "polydeoxiribonucleotide", "polyribonucleotide", or more than half of its monomers are nucleic acids (A,C,G,I,T,U monomer id).
At this point the list of monomers that make up a polymer chain is identified. The covalent structure of these monomers (the so-called "connection table") is read from the PDB Chemical Component Dictionary 6 (formerly HET Group Dictionary, HGD). The next step, i.e., connecting the monomers to obtain the covalent structure of the whole chain is performed by adding the monomers to the chain one-by-one.
After creating the connection table for the polymer chains, we read the list of monomers from the table pdbx_nonpoly_scheme. The initial set of ligand molecules will be these, plus the monomers from the polymer entities that were not long enough (these will form the oligopeptide ligands, for example). Their connection table is obtained from the HGD 6 .
At this point, we still have the initial set of ligands. A molecule in the final set of ligands consists of two or more such monomers, bound covalently. To identify such covalent bonds, we select all pairs of atoms in the entry that are closer to each other than 6 Å. We achieve this by building a Kd-tree 7 on the atoms, thus avoiding the examination of all pairs, and saving a lot of computational time.
Finally, the coordinates of the hydrogen atoms are computed using standard hybridization rules. We also calculate partial charges for the ligand molecules using the Gasteiger algorithm, and assign the Kollman partial charges for the atoms in protein chains.
At this point we identified all the ligands in the PDB.
The list of binding sites are created as follows: every binding site is represented as a set of atom-pairs that are "close" to each other: the distance of the two atoms is at most 1.05-times the sum of their respective Van der Waals radii, but the distance should be larger than 1.25 times the sum of their respective covalent radii, since we do not consider covalently bound ligands. These pairs of atoms -one belonging to a ligand the other to the protein chain -are considered to be bond to each other. We have found approximately 1.9 million such pairs in the PDB. The atom-pairs that came from the same PDB entry, and, moreover, their ligand-atoms are the part of the same ligand molecule, belong to the same binding site. There are 25,552 unique binding sites in our database.
Next, we need to handle the numerous multiplicities, occurring in the PDB: we intend to take into account every (ligand, protein) pair only once. After this step we were left with 19,581 distinct protein-ligand pairs.
Next we identified the residues containing the proteinatoms in the binding sites: for every binding site an ordered sequence of the residues were created. Then we identified these residues in the amino-acid sequence of the chain of the protein, residues not present in the given binding site were simply substituted by a "-'' mark.
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Conclusions:
All the ligand binding sites of the PDB were scanned for residue-patterns in the polypeptide sequence. It was concluded that in binding sites on protein surfaces, it is very unlikely that loops, formed from protein chains, with -say -residue-subsequence ZYX, by twisting either the loop or the ligand, take part in binding the same ligands that another loop with residue-subsequence XYZ, as it is visualized on Figure 1 .
We find this result highly surprising, since even if we accept that polypeptide loops are extremely rarely twisted in protein structures (as the fourth loop on Figure 1 ), due to evolutionary determination of the tertiary structure, the very mobile and small ligand molecules could assume any transitional position relative to the protein before binding, therefore the conformation depicted on the third loop needs to be much more frequent than observed.
The authors are not aware of any similar observation on a complete data-set as ours.
